Background: Racing thoughts is a frequent symptom in mood disorders, particularly mixed depressive states. This paper aims to summarize our current knowledge about its phenomenology and frequency in the spectrum of mood disorders, and to offer a new theoretical framework. Methods: We made a selective review of original and review papers in Medline and PsychInfo database using the keywords "racing thoughts", "crowded thoughts" and "depressive mixed state" in conjunction with "mood disorders". Results: In the context of a hypomanic state, "racing thoughts" may appear as a result from an excessive production of thoughts, moving quickly from one to the other, and generating a sense of fluidity and pleasantness. In the context of depression, "racing thoughts" are phenomenologically different and better described as "crowded thoughts": they are not only characterized by too many thoughts occurring at the same time in the field of consciousness, but perceived as unpleasant and induce the feeling that ideas are difficult to catch. Discussion and clinical relevance: We suggest that crowded thoughts might result from the mixture of a hypomanic component, with an accelerated production of new thoughts (constituting the main source of this symptom in hypomania), and a depressive component, with a deficit of inhibition of previous thoughts (hence making thoughts crowded rather than truly racing). This distinction could help better identify crowded thoughts, and consequently depressive mixed states, which has important implications for therapeutic management. It might also help to further disentangle the psychobiological processes which contribute to the complexity of mood disorders.
Introduction
Current psychiatric research on mood disorders is rediscovering the importance of mixed states (depression with hypomanic/manic symptoms or mania with depressive symptoms), related to the idea of a continuous spectrum ranging from depression to mania (Benazzi, 2007a) . A remarkable hypomanic or manic feature associated with mixed states is the subjective report of "racing thoughts".
Racing thoughts are characterized by an acceleration of thinking and reflect a pathologic increase in mental activity according to a classic model proposed by Kraepelin, exposed in the section below (Kraepelin, 1921) . Racing thoughts in hypomania are classically opposed to thought inhibition in depression. However racing thoughts may be associated to depression (Akiskal et al., 2005) or mixed depression, a form of mixed state characterized by a full depressive syndrome and a few hypomanic symptoms (Benazzi, 2005d) . In depression, patients with racing thoughts describe that their head is full of thoughts that they cannot stop. The terms "crowded thoughts" have therefore been proposed to label these racing thoughts in the context of depression or mixed depression (Koukopoulos, 1999) . In contrast to depressive ruminations, where thoughts and ideas tend to be circumscribed to a few morbid items (Koukopoulos, 1999) , crowded thoughts could be characterized by an elevated number of thoughts. We believe that studying racing/crowded thoughts could provide a good approach to tackle difficult questions concerning the frontier between unipolar and bipolar mood states, particularly the question of the nosographic status of mixed depression. A deeper understanding of this symptom could allow better clinical diagnosis, but also a better management of such patients. It has been showed indeed that psychomotor agitation in general and racing thoughts in particular are associated with a higher suicidal risk (Balazs et al., 2006) and are predictors of suicidal ideation (Benazzi, 2005c) . Moreover, the usual treatment by antidepressants alone in this case could worsen psychomotor agitation and racing thoughts and are therefore not recommended Akiskal et al., 2005) .
In this paper, we seek to clarify the phenomenological concepts of racing and crowded thoughts in a clinical perspective. To this end we first review the past history and the current concepts of racing/crowded thoughts and their boundaries with depressive ruminations. We then examine their prevalence rate in mood disorders and their association with other affective symptoms on the basis of phenomenological studies. We will also consider whether racing/crowded thoughts could occur in nonmood disorders. Finally we propose a new theoretical model that integrates a clarified version of the concept of racing/crowded thoughts and that open the way for experimental investigations using cognitive paradigms.
Historical and modern contributions to the concept of racing and crowded thoughts
The dichotomy between melancholia (depression) and mania existed already in the antiquity and has been described with consistency since then. It is only in the 18th century that it has been recognized as a specific entity that became manicdepressive illness with Kraepelin at the turn of the 20th century (for more details Goodwin and Jamison, 2007) . In the sixth edition of his textbook he suggested an integrative view about manic-depressive illness, emphasizing that both states could occur in a given individual at the same time. This perspective gave birth to the concept of mixed states and suggested the unity of the two pathologies. Kraepelin (1921) and his student Weygandt (in "Über die Mischzustände des manisch-depressiven Irreseins" (Salvatore et al., 2002 ) published almost at the same time in 1899 the famous definition of a manic-depressive spectrum, comprising mixed state, where they described three distinct areas of psychic functioning: "affect, psychomotor activity, associative thinking". Each of these functions could be excited or depressed, independently from the others. This allowed eight different combinations (2× 2 × 2). Two combinations were homogeneously either excited or depressed, and corresponded to pure states of mania and depression, respectively. The six remaining combinations were heterogeneous and corresponded to six different subtypes of mixed states: manic stupor, unproductive mania, manic arrest, furious (or depressive) mania, agitated depression, and depression with flight of ideas ( Table 1) .
One of the arguments to support their model of mixed states was the observation that some patients would complain of or show accelerated thinking, that is, an excitation in the domain of "associative thinking", not only during mania but also during depressive episodes. Weygandt (Salvatore et al., 2002) actually differentiated very clearly between disorders of speech and thoughts (e.g.: speech may be activated and thoughts inhibited when patients repeat the same sentence for hours) but he did not distinguish between accelerated thought and flight of ideas. He cited however Richarz who describes in 1858 the form of "Melancholia agitans" where patients "cannot focus their thoughts; as soon as they form an idea, it disappears, and a completely different one quickly takes its place". Richarz thought that this was something different from the flight of ideas of manic patients, but it was not very relevant to Weygandt. Kraepelin on his side described clinically different types of racing thoughts and considered those occurring during depression as part of a mixed state (depression with flight of ideas, depressive mania): "Patients complain that they "have so many thoughts in their head", that they cannot pray, cannot work, because other thoughts, "interpolations," come between, that they have "no settled thoughts," that they have to think of everything possible." (Kraepelin, 1921) . Even in the description of "Melancholia simplex" he reported that the patient may sometimes complain "that fresh thoughts are always coming to him, that he has too much in his head, that he finds no rest, is confused". Here are some more examples out of Kraepelin: "I can't grasp all the thoughts which obtrude themselves"; "It is so stormy in my head"; "Everything goes pell-mell" -which all echo our own modern sampling of some depressive patients: "It is very crowded up there"; "It is like a formula 1 in my head". However, Kraepelin did not discriminated flight of ideas from racing thoughts. Later authors such as Lewis in the 30s (cited by Goodwin and Jamison, 2007) and Ianzito in the 70s (Ianzito et al., 1974) agreed with the fact that racing thoughts could happen during depression.
In the 80s, Braden and Qualls (1979) , interpreting Kraepelin, formally differentiated "speeded or racing thought" as "the subjective equivalent of flight of ideas", making one symptom the observable component of another process most typically associated with mania. This view was also endorsed by Goodwin and Jamison in the two editions, at a 20 years interval, of their authoritative textbook Jamison, 1990, 2007) . Braden and Qualls advocated that racing thoughts may not only be seen in mania, but also arise in bipolar depression, unipolar depression, cyclothymia, as well as in depression after a schizophrenic episode. They proposed that, as in flight of ideas, patients have troubles to describe the content of their thoughts "as if each thought was attended for only a brief time". They also reported striking descriptions in relation to circular themes. Two years later Braden and Ho (1981) assessed thought speed and ideomotor pressure with a self-made questionnaire. There were no consistent differences in the descriptions of racing thoughts given by manic as compared to depressed patients; but depressed patients were more likely to describe time as being perceived too slow and racing thoughts as being unpleasant.
During the same period, the AMDP-system was developed by the German school for a very precise and in depth evaluation of psychiatric symptoms (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Methodik und Dokumentation in der Psychiatrie (AMDP), 1995). For the item 22 on "flight of ideas" in the English version (Association for Methodology and Documentation in Psychiatry (AMDP), 1982) it was specified that "accelerated thinking without a flight of idea should be rated under item P3 ("Accelerated Thinking")", a reserve item; whereas in the French version (Association pour la méthodologie et la documentation en psychiatrie (AMDP), 2000), the opposite was specified: flight of ideas sometimes occurs without an acceleration of thought. The fact that these two phenomena are different was thus clearly recognized. The French version also contains a note mentioning that accelerated thinking should be quoted under a specific item R4 "pensée accélérée". Therefore, both English and French versions added a reserve item related to "accelerated thinking", while the German version had no special quotation: acceleration of thoughts must be included in the items "increased drive" and "logorrhea".
The term "racing thoughts" also appeared in the DSM-III in 1980, but only in the criterion B3 of mania: "flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing" (American Psychiatric Association, 1980) . Since then the wording has stayed the same. It became the criterion B4 in the DSM-III-R, and the last version of DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) gives a more specific description in manic and hypomanic episodes: "The individual's thoughts may race, often at a rate faster than can be articulated", "This experience resembles watching two or three television programs simultaneously". The flight of ideas is described by a logorrhea (which is also considered by itself in the criterion B3), with abrupt changing of topics, such that the speech can be disorganized and incoherent. It is uncommon and transitory in a hypomanic state. The ICD-10 (World Health Organization, 1994) considers only the flight of ideas in the manic episode with psychotic symptoms. Of course, manic/hypomanic symptoms are included in other disorders like schizoaffective disorder bipolar type, or cyclothymia and bipolar mixed state.
At the turn of the new millennium, Koukopoulos (1999) further supported the distinction between depressive patients with racing thoughts and manic patients with flight of ideas: racing thoughts in depressive patients are not expressed by a pressured speech and are considered as unpleasant. In Koukopoulos' opinion, they are also qualitatively different: whereas in mania thoughts tend to form a string of ideas, in depression "the phenomenon could be called crowded thoughts; the patient complains that his or her head is full of thoughts of all kind, …, but prevalently trivial thoughts of little significance for the patient." He was thus the first to introduce the term of crowded thoughts to differentiate racing thoughts 
in depressive patients from racing thoughts in manic/hypomanic patients. In recent years, Benazzi (2003 Benazzi ( , 2005d contributed very actively to the concept of mixed depression and thus on racing thoughts in depression. He made a distinction between subjective racing thoughts and flight of ideas, following the DSM-IV (cf above). He also followed the distinction of Koukopoulos between racing and crowded thoughts, yet with some nuances: "In racing thoughts the head is full of rapid thoughts that the patient cannot stop, while in crowded thoughts the head is full of non-rapid thoughts that the patient cannot stop" (Benazzi, 2003) . Two years later he again described crowded thoughts as "continuous flooding of the mind by ideas that the person could not stop" and racing thoughts as "increased speed of thinking" (Benazzi, 2005c,d) . Following previous suggestions, he also introduced a notion of a grading (Benazzi, 2003) which has become more precise in his latest publications (Benazzi, 2005d (Benazzi, , 2007a : "Disordered thinking in hypomania included creative thinking, crowded thoughts (non-stop thinking), racing thoughts (speedy thinking), and flight of ideas (quick, disconnected thinking)", with an emphasis on the grading of symptoms in this order.
In line with the original Kraepelinian model, all these processes constitute a symptom of mental overactivity, found in bipolar disorders (Benazzi, 2005d) , and considered as one of the most common manic symptoms in mixed depressive state. More recently, when describing mixed states in the new version of their book, Goodwin and Jamison also introduced the term crowded thoughts in reference to Koukopoulos, Benazzi and Akiskal. But in all clinical descriptions illustrating this topic in their textbook, there was only one patient who uses this term: "all problem of the universe came crowding into my mind". Otherwise they still considered racing thoughts as the subjective counterpart of the flight of ideas (Goodwin and Jamison, 2007) .
Therefore, up to now, the concept of racing thoughts has never been entirely clarified, and its nosological position still remains unsettled. At best, some authors consider it as a subjective equivalent of flight of ideas, but many clinical descriptions reviewed above strongly suggest that the phenomenon is more complex.
Prevalence of racing/crowded thoughts in mood disorders
Racing thoughts is a symptom very frequently encountered in mania, and usually not differentiated from flight of ideas. Thus, as discussed elsewhere in this paper, in mood disorders, flight of ideas is always associated with racing thoughts, but the reverse is not true: subjective racing thoughts may be present without objective flight of ideas. Rather, it is in the field of schizophrenia that the concept of flight of ideas has been developed in a way that does not involve a systematic association with racing thoughts. Hence, in the field of mood disorders, considering the prevalence rate of flight of ideas instead of racing thoughts does not inflate the prevalence rate of racing thoughts.
Goodwin and Jamison report a synthesis of 12 studies on cognitive symptoms during mania, with samples varying from 9 to 316 patients and performed between 1965 and 2005: the mean prevalence of "flight of ideas/racing thoughts" is 76% with a 41 to 100% range (Goodwin and Jamison, 2007) . Other recent studies have confirmed this (Henry et al., 2003; Sato et al., 2002b) . In one study (Sato et al., 2002b ) the prevalence of flight of ideas/racing thoughts was higher in pure mania (76%) than in dysphoric mania (62%). The question of the prevalence of racing thought in hypomania is of particular interest. In a study (Benazzi and Akiskal, 2003) using the Mood Disorder Questionnaire to evaluate past hypomania, racing thoughts were the most common symptom (65.1% rate) followed by increased energy and social activity (56%), as well as irritability (54.6%).
In the field of mixed episodes, Benazzi proposed the concept of dysphoric hypomania: a full DSM-IV hypomanic episode, with irritable mood, associated to a full DSM-IV major depressive episode (Benazzi, 2007b) . He observed that racing/crowded thoughts were present in 97.3% of cases of dysphoric hypomania whereas it was present in 66.4% of past typical hypomanic episodes of the same bipolar II patients (typical because there were no associated major depressive episodes).
The prevalence of racing thoughts in depression remains an open question. Braden drew attention to the presence of this symptom among psychiatric inpatients, including depressed patients. A quantitative study found that more than 50% of patients experienced some form of racing thoughts, and 39% have "persistent racing thoughts" (Braden and Ho, 1981) . Concerning depressed patients specifically, on the one hand, some studies suggest very low rates of speeded thoughts, for example 5% in one study using the Present State Examination (Ianzito et al., 1974) . Interestingly, however, this study reported a very high prevalence of "thoughts confused" that could be related to crowded thoughts. A prevalence of 6% is reported in another study using the AMDP system and looking at racing thoughts in unipolar depressed patients, with this frequency increasing respectively to 12 and 14% in bipolar II and bipolar I depressed patients (Sato et al., 2003) . A very low rate of "thoughts racing" was found in unipolar MDD inpatients (1 out of 372) by another study using some items of the OPCRIT (operational criteria for psychotic illness checklist: (Serretti and Olgiati, 2005) ). On the other hand, an early study in 1980 showed more than 50% of moderate to severe racing thoughts in depressed patients and concluded that "in the case of primary depression, the unipolar-bipolar classification does not help identify patient groups with and without racing thoughts" (Kirstein and Smith, 1980) . Regarding the recent publications by Benazzi, a very sensitive screening of racing thoughts was applied to his secondary care out-patients. The concept of racing thoughts was extended to the concept of crowded thoughts, and the assessment included questions such as "Is your mind full of ideas you cannot stop?", "Do you think continuously?", or "Do you go to bed and still continue to think?" Thus, this assessment focused on the continuous flow of ideas, rather than the speed or the disconnection of ideas (Benazzi, personal communication) . It is therefore not surprising that a high prevalence of racing/crowded thoughts was noted during Major Depressive Episode, around 55% for unipolar patients and around 75% for Bipolar II patients (Benazzi, 2001 (Benazzi, , 2002 (Benazzi, , 2005a (Benazzi, ,d, 2006 (Benazzi, , 2007b Benazzi and Akiskal, 2001 ).
Association of racing/crowded thoughts with other affective symptoms
Using principal component analysis of a range of clinical features in manic patients, racing thoughts were found to be associated with several classical symptoms of psychomotor activation. In a first study of manic patients investigating both manic (10 items) and depressive (10 items) symptoms, a racing thought item was included in a factor "agitation", which was the second out of a five factor solution (the four remaining factors being labeled: "depression", "sleep-energy", "emotional and physical depletion", and "irritability-poor judgment"). In this "agitation" factor, the item racing thoughts was associated with accelerated speech, hyperactivity, elated mood, augmentation of activities, unusual energy, and megalomania (Hantouche et al., 2006) . In a second study in manic patients, the principal component analysis resulted in a five factor solution ("dysphoric mood", "psychomotor acceleration", "psychosis", "increased hedonic function" and "irritable aggression") in which racing thoughts was included in the factor "psychomotor acceleration", together with items of pressured speech, increased motor activity, and increased contact (Cassidy et al., 1998) . In a third study examining both depressive and manic symptoms during acute mania the results were somehow different: in the seven factor solution ("depressed mood", "irritable aggression", "sleep disturbance", "psychomotor/thought inhibition", "mania", "emotional lability/agitation", and "psychosis"), racing thoughts did not appear in the "emotional lability/ agitation" factor (comprising emotional lability, distractibility, motor restlessness, and agitation) but in the mania factor together with exaggerated self esteem, euphoria, excessive social contact, flight of ideas, increased drive, and delusion of grandiosity (Sato et al., 2002a) .
A slightly different aspect was found in a study on the structure of hypomanic symptoms (past hypomania in depressive outpatients): racing thoughts were not included in the first factor labeled "energized-activity" (increased activity and energy, and decreased need for sleep) but in the second and last factor labeled "irritability-thought racing", with irritable mood and distractibility (Benazzi and Akiskal, 2003) . Further, another study on the structure of affective symptoms in a sample of healthy young adults found the item "my thoughts raced through my mind" to be significantly loaded on a factor "typical hypomania" (Meyer and Hautzinger, 2003) , whereas the question "I was easily distracted and constantly lost my flow of thoughts", accounting for distractibility, referred to a dysphoria-depression dimension, that also comprised irritability. Taken together, these studies broadly support the notion that racing thoughts are often associated to cognitive excitation and constitute a classical symptom of mania/hypomania.
By contrast, studies using principal component analyses of manic and depressive symptoms in depressed patients are rare. In one study, a six factor solution revealed five depressionrelated factors and one general hypomanic factor which comprised racing thoughts together with flight of ideas, logorrhea, aggression, excessive social contact, increased drive, and irritability (Sato et al., 2005) .
Another study, performed by our group (Bertschy et al., 2007) , assessed depressive and manic symptoms in a sample of patients including cases of major depression, mixed episodes, and mania. Not surprisingly, flight of ideas was included among the typical manic items in a large first factor, with a bipolar structure opposing typical manic and depressive symptoms; whereas distractibility and concentration difficulties were part of the second factor labeled "dysphoria". The third and last factor was limited to sleep symptoms (Bertschy et al., 2007) . Benazzi also explored the contribution of racing thoughts to the delineation of mixed depression. He reported that the presence of racing thoughts has a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 54.6%; a positive predictive value of 66.1% and a negative predictive value of 82% for the diagnostic of depressive mixed state, as defined by the association of a major depressive episode with three hypomanic symptoms . Most common manic symptoms found in unipolar depression include psychomotor agitation, irritability, and distractibility (Serretti and Olgiati, 2005) , often joined by racing thoughts (Akiskal et al., 2005; Benazzi and Akiskal, 2001; Sato et al., 2003) . We see that racing thoughts are not uncommon in depression, and usually associated with others symptoms of "agitation".
Racing/crowded thoughts and others pathologies
In both major classifications, DSM-IV and ICD-10, the concept of racing thoughts is not mentioned in any other categories of mental pathology, although some could arguably include related symptoms. However, the terms racing/crowded thoughts are not only used in the context of mood disorders. For instance, we have noticed that patients would use the words racing thoughts in self reported panic attacks or obsessivecompulsive disorders. We can understand this because acceleration of thoughts may be a very common human experience in the context of stress and thus considered as a subjective concomitant of arousal. But such broadening might question the specific relevance of this symptom to the field of mood disorders, perhaps like the reported emotion of anxiety or anger that are common from the perspective of subjective human experience but very unspecific in psychopathology. Although it would be beyond the scope of the present paper to thoroughly review these questions, it is necessary to consider some frontiers and possible relationships with others psychiatrics conditions.
Borderline personality disorders represent an important domain close to the field of mood disorders. We found one study that reported 92% of racing thoughts in borderline women, but the patients were all incarcerated in maximumsecurity hospitals, thus probably not very representative of all patients with borderline personality disorders (Coid, 1993) . Such a result tends to support the hypothesis that the affective lability of borderline patients would resemble the mood cyclicality in bipolar patient. On the other side, some studies tend to show that, although they may share some common symptoms, both of these pathologies are separated (Benazzi, 2008; Henry et al., 2001) . Unfortunately, these studies did not specifically assess racing thoughts.
Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) might also be a close diagnostic neighbor, and we could intuitively consider a tight link between deficit of attention and racing thoughts. However, modern classifications (American Psychiatric Association, 2000; World Health Organization, 1994) do not mention racing/crowded thoughts as a symptom of ADHD, but emphasize excessive talkativeness instead. Nevertheless, several studies (Nierenberg et al., 2005; Wingo and Ghaemi, 2007 ) suggested a close relationship between both disorders, with one of them showing that flight of ideas or racing thoughts are present in about 60% of adults with ADHD and bipolar disorder, against only 20% for adults with ADHD only (Wilens et al., 2003) . This pattern therefore indicates a predominant link of this symptom with the additional pathology, rather than ADHD itself. This may accord with another study in prepubertal and early adolescents, where the flight of ideas/racing thoughts dimension was found to represent a discriminating factor between bipolar subjects and ADHD or control (Geller et al., 2002) .
Finally, another field concerned with formal thought disorder is the domain of schizophrenia. The distinction between schizophrenia and bipolar disorders has been clarified since the seminal contribution of Kraepelin. Yet, recent research, particularly in genetics, has begun to challenge the Kraepelinian dichotomy. Moreover, to some extent, some symptoms may be similar although globally manic patients present more rapid and complex speech, related to their mood tone, whereas schizophrenic patients present more disorganized and poorer speech (Goodwin and Jamison, 2007) . Nevertheless, in this context, it is important to stress that some confusion may arise around the term of flight of ideas. As mentioned before, during the 80s, it was clarified that, in the field of mood disorders, racing thought could be considered as the subjective equivalent of the flight of ideas, this latter being the visible part for the interviewer of the activated mental processes at the origin of racing thoughts. This perspective is different from the perspective of the flight of ideas in schizophrenia, for which Andreasen (1979) used the concept of "derailment". In schizophrenia, what is central is the loosening of the degree of association between thoughts, not their acceleration. Andreasen stressed that derailment in schizophrenia is a "slow, steady slippage", whereas in mania "flight of ideas is a derailment that occurs rapidly in the context of pressured speech". There is an important qualitative difference between both classes of pathology concerning the clinical presentation of their thought disorder.
Racing/crowded thoughts and depressive ruminations
Depressive ruminations are intimately associated with depressive mood (Papageorgiou, 2004) , although they are not always present. Patients with depressive ruminations report repetitive thoughts about a single theme, or sometimes a few, always concerning their present distress and the circumstances surrounding their sadness (Conway et al., 2000) . These repetitive thoughts are typically focused on the causes, meanings, and consequences of depressive symptoms (NolenHoeksema, 1991) . Patients with ruminations seem able to report their worries, contrarily to patients with crowded thoughts who are overwhelmed by numerous ideas with many different themes and feel unable to "catch their thoughts". Therefore, racing thoughts in depressive mixed sates are clearly to be distinguished from the classic notion of ruminations.
Synthesis
In summary, there is now a large consensus to define racing thoughts as a subjective sensation of accelerated thinking. These can be distinguished from the flight of ideas which is generally viewed as an external manifestation of accelerated thinking. It is also clear that both phenomena do not systematically co-occur: some patients may complain of subjective racing thoughts without exhibiting any apparent flight of ideas. These differences can be illustrated by a schematic model depicted in Fig. 1 (see  points a and b) . These distinctions are also compatible with a gradation from racing thoughts to flight of ideas, related to the severity of manic symptoms: racing thoughts without flight of ideas may be more characteristic of hypomania (alone or associated to depression), whereas flight of ideas may be more commonly encountered during manic episodes. Although it is convenient as a general heuristics, we acknowledge that this view might include some shortcomings in special cases: e.g., patients may present an episode of mania with mutism, possibly related to catatonia (Fink and Taylor, 2001; Kraepelin, 1921) , but subsequently recall intense racing thoughts.
Flight of ideas associated to racing thoughts may give rise to a pressure of speech, although pressure of speech itself may occur independently from flight of ideas as already advocated by Weygandt. For example, this would refer to patients who are restlessly repeating the same thing (see Fig. 1, point c) . Flight of ideas without accelerated thinking is probably not encountered, unless we define flight of ideas as a loosening of associations as can be observed in schizophrenic patients (see Fig. 1, points d) .
Our review of the literature reveals that racing thoughts with or without flight of ideas may occur in different contexts of affective disorders. In particular, they are found with a very high frequency in hypomanic and manic states. But in major depression, such phenomenon could also be present with a high frequency when there is an associated hypomanic syndrome (concept of mixed depression). However, very large differences in prevalence rates of racing thoughts have been found between Fig. 1 . A diagrammatic representation of the racing and crowded thoughts concepts and other related concepts. a: linear racing thoughts with flight of ideas (viewed as the observable component of racing thoughts) and pressure of speech (as seen in mania rather than in hypomania). b: linear racing thoughts, without flight of ideas and without pressure of speech (as seen in hypomania rather than in mania). c: pressure of speech without accelerated thinking or flight of ideas (as seen in paranoia). d: flight of ideas (ideas are disconnected) but without acceleration (subjective or objective); very close to loosening of associations (as seen in schizophrenia). e: deficit of production of new thoughts (psychic retardation) (as seen in inhibited depression without ruminations). f: deficit of production of new thoughts (psychic retardation) with deficit of inhibition of previous thoughts resulting in ruminations (as seen in inhibited depression with ruminations). g: acceleration of thinking concomitant with a deficit of inhibition of previous thoughts resulting in crowded thoughts (as seen in mixed depression). h: persisting thinking without any excess or deficit of production of new thoughts (close to the concept of fixed ideas in obsessive compulsive and related disorders). studies (see above). Although this is likely to result from differences in clinical assessment methods, these differences themselves also reflect the specific phenomenology of racing thoughts when they occur in the context of a depressive episode. Thus the highest rates in depression are obtained by using an assessment method that includes the concept of crowded thoughts. A more careful discrimination between racing thoughts versus crowded thoughts would therefore be of great clinical interest and should be further explored in the future.
In manic patients, racing thoughts take the form of a continuous string of ideas. Thus, one idea chasing the other represents the typical form of hypomanic racing thoughts. We propose to call this form "linear racing thoughts". In depression, in contrast, clinical descriptions indicate that many thoughts tend to be perceived as present at the same time, which is thus better described by the metaphoric term of "crowded thoughts" (Koukopoulos, 1999; Kraepelin, 1921) . This high number of thoughts could provide the cornerstone for distinguishing crowded thoughts in depression from depressive ruminations. Based on our clinical experience the distinction between hypomania-related linear racing thoughts and depressionrelated crowded thoughts has undoubtedly a very high validity. Nevertheless, the phenomenology of racing versus crowded thoughts has been little studied so far. In the literature reviewed above, only definitions are offered, often supported by a few clinical illustrations, and proposed by authoritative experts of the field (Koukopoulos, Benazzi, Akiskal or Goodwin and Jamison), but specific and systematic studies are still lacking. Notably it remains to be investigated if crowded thoughts are more frequent in BP-II disorders and racing thoughts in BP-I. This differentiation might be useful in terms of diagnosis, but also for the prognosis or the choice of treatment. Indeed we know that mixed states have a more severe outcome (Keller et al., 1986) and are at higher risk of committing suicide (Balazs et al., 2006) , which seem to be related to racing/crowded thoughts and psychomotor activation . It has also a potential therapeutic importance, notably concerning the adequate use of antidepressants and mood stabilizers. As suggested by our and others' clinical experience (Akiskal et al., 2005; Benazzi, 2005b Benazzi, ,c, 2007a Bertschy et al., 2008; Koukopoulos, 1999) , a significant number of mixed depressions occur during antidepressant treatments and the therapeutic management of these mixed patients is difficult.
Consequently, several important points are waiting for clarifications. Are crowded thoughts rapid or slow or a mixture of both? Are these two subtypes of racing thoughts (linear and crowded) mutually exclusive? In our experience, some patients may pass from one subtype to the other, even from moment to moment, yet it is not clear whether both categories could actually coexist under the form of an intermediate subtype. The same questions about possible transitions and intermediate forms may also be raised for the distinction between crowded thoughts and ruminations.
More generally, the different dimensions of thoughts disorders across pathologies deserve to be elucidated in a more detailed fashion.
Perspectives for future research
In the following section we suggest a tentative theoretical framework for the differentiation of racing versus crowded thoughts. The aim of this approach is to offer a new basis for further empirical testing, through neuropsychological, genetic, or neuroimaging techniques. In this perspective, we also consider a few leads concerning the possible neuroanatomical substrates underlying these thought disturbances.
Why should racing thoughts be "crowded" rather than "linear" when they are associated to depression? Crowded thoughts may be conceptualized as a pathological thought process characterized by the occurrence of too many thoughts that co-exist almost simultaneously in consciousness, and that give to the subject a sense of constant and unpleasant agitation in his/her own thinking. In contrast, racing thoughts may be characterized by an increased speed in the succession of thoughts, and engender the subjective impression of a rapid, relatively fluid and pleasant, thinking. The common feature of racing/crowded thoughts would thus be an excess of new thoughts. However, in the context of hypomania, it might then be easy for the patient's mind to abandon a new idea so as to focus, even very transiently, on the next one (one idea chasing the other); whereas in the context of depression it might be difficult for the patient's mind to abandon a current idea to focus on the following one. The consequence of the latter is that a new idea might appear to mix with many others that remain difficult to chase or tend to recur. Put in more trivial words, it is as if crowded thoughts could be produced by the collision of two phenomena: an excess of thoughts entering into consciousness and a deficit of thoughts exiting consciousness.
In a more theoretical perspective, crowded thoughts would therefore result from the convergence between accelerated thinking at the cognitive level (generation of many new thoughts) and impaired inhibition of those newly produced thoughts, possibly implicating some mechanism that is similar to that producing ruminations (see Fig. 1 , points e, f and g). Both racing and crowded thoughts may arise due to an acceleration of thoughts, but the latter would be associated with an additional deficit of inhibition of these previous new thoughts, unlike linear racing thoughts. Thus, an increased flow of new thoughts without deficit of inhibition could lead to the linear racing thoughts of hypomania; whereas an increased flow of new thoughts with deficient inhibition could lead to crowded thoughts as seen in mixed depression. In contrast, decreased new thoughts with a deficient inhibition may lead to depressive rumination; but a decreased flow of new thoughts without any deficit of inhibition may correspond to a depression with thoughts inhibition (see Fig. 2 ).
The classic model proposed by Kraepelin included three distinct areas of psychic functioning ("affect, psychomotor activity, associative thinking"), each of them susceptible of being excited or depressed independently from the others. Our model differs from Kraepelin's model because we propose two (not one) cognitive processes that could be inhibited or excited, each independently from the other: associative thinking (i.e. the ability to switch to/produce new thoughts) and thinking disengagement (i.e. the ability to inhibit the processing of previously relevant information). In a more clinical perspective, we propose the existence of an interaction between a depressive element (deficit of inhibition of previous thoughts) and a manic element (excess of production of new thoughts), and that this interaction can result in a specific by-product: the phenomenon of crowded thoughts. This has some analogy with a previous construct proposed by our group: the dysphoric syndrome (irritability, inner tension, impulsivity, painful hypersensoriality), frequently associated to mixed states (Bertschy et al., 2008) , which was similarly proposed to emerge through an interaction between thought excitation and depressive mood (Bertschy et al., 2007) . Moreover, irritability and crowded thoughts are very frequently associated.
These more basic elements of associative thinking and thinking disengagement might then become more readily dissociable for direct empirical testing. These two components of the control of mental processes could presumably be investigated using experimental cognitive paradigms such as switching, mental flexibility, fluency, or response inhibition. Indeed a recent study examined a task switching paradigm in correlation with scores on a ruminative scale with healthy subjects, and showed that the higher people score on this scale, the more difficulties they have to inhibit a mental set to switch to another (Whitmer and Banich, 2007) . Therefore we believe that these two components of thought processes should be more systematically tested in relation to thoughts disorders in patients with affective illnesses.
If crowded and racing thoughts are distinct processes, they might also have distinct neuroanatomical substrates. Based on an analogy with hypo-and hyperkinetik neurological pathologies (Aron et al., 2003; Dale et al., 2007; Hayes et al., 1998; Yehene et al., 2008) , which may include thought anomalies (Leigh et al., 1987; Sachdev, 1993) , and the emergent literature on neuroimaging of thoughts disorders (Gu et al., 2008; Guehl et al., 2008; Saxena and Rauch, 2000) , we hypothesize that the process of inhibition of previous thoughts, which is impaired in crowded thoughts but not in racing thoughts, might be mediated by executive and limbic loops passing through the basal ganglia. In parallel, the manic component, hyperproduction of thoughts, could result from hyperactivation of the orbitofrontal cortex, leading in turn to hyperactivation of the ventral striatum (Clark and Sahakian, 2008; Lawrence et al., 2004) . On the other hand, depression may lead to a deactivation of pre-frontal cortex, hence removing control over the basal ganglia. This could presumably lead to general overall inhibition (Drevets et al., 2008; Mayberg, 2003; Mayberg et al., 1999) . Patients with mixed depressive states might possibly show anomalies in both of these fronto-striatal loops, whose integration in the critical "hot spots" (Haber, 2008) of the basal ganglia could thus be impossible. It is tempting to speculate that an imbalance between the two loops might conduct to difficulties in inhibiting previous thoughts, and thus lead to a clinical presentation of crowded thoughts. However, these neuroanatomical hypotheses need to be further supported by direct experimental investigations.
Conclusion
Racing thoughts and crowded thoughts are frequent symptoms in affective disorders. Their definition and classification by experts support a specific relationship between racing thoughts and hypomania/mania, on the one hand, and between crowded thoughts and mixed depression/depression, on the other hand. Yet, their phenomenology should be better documented. Here we have proposed a theoretical model pointing to a distinction between racing and crowded thoughts that could allow further clinical and experimental investigation, and thus help better understand the complex interplay between unipolar and bipolar phenomena. This is not just for the pleasant achievement of more or less perfect classifications. This is also because such a refinement in appreciating the cognitive underpinnings of mood disorders may also have an impact on the outcome and management of such patients (see above). Furthermore, the possibility that crowded thoughts could be overrepresented in BP-II should be taken more systematically into account in the diagnostic criteria. It is therefore crucial to better search for and assess thought disturbances in depression in order to guide (or adjust) the most appropriate treatment as early as possible.
